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Cash Vero Arrives

     The long-awaited Cash Vero  –  a worsted-weight yarn spun in

Italy of 55%merino wool, 33% microfibre and 12% cashmere and

dyed in 30 classic shades  –  joins “ the knitter’s palette ”.  

    In response to the cashmere debacle

which surfaced  this time one year ago,

Cash Vero has been analyzed for its

fibre content by Ken Langley,

Chancellor Professor of materials

science at the University of Massa-

chusetts-Dartmouth and an expert in

the identification and measurement of

cashmere fibre. The  yarn is what its

name implies: a truthful blend of

cashmere. 

   Created for the Cascade Yarns label,

Cash Vero is available at The Knit

With in all 30 shades.  In stockinette,

it knits to a true worsted weight of 4½

stitches to the inch.  Unlike other

“assumed” cashmere blends with the

same percentages, it is handwashable;

machine washing is not recommended

because cashmere does not well

withstand machine washing. 

   When handled side by side with oth-

er blends in identical percentages of

the same fibres, Cash Vero is visibly

and tangibly loftier and softer.  It is

competitively priced to a yarn masque-

rading as having a cashmere fibre

content recalled by The Knit With. 

  Other gauges of Cash Vero are on

the horizon; available now, as a special

order, is the DK weight in the same 30

colors as the worsted weight. 
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What’s New - What’s Hot :

New Lace and Sock Yarns

   Stand-outs among the several yarns added by The Knit With for

the Autumn season are:

    #  Cashmere One  – Iris Schreier’s ArtYarns heavy weight for

lace ( 8 stitches to the inch ); each skein is 510 yards of 100%

cashmere and hand-dyed in the USA in 20 sumptuous shades. One

skein is sufficient for a luxurious moebius or scarf.  ArtYarns has

provided copies of two fibre analyses  substantiating Cashmere

One is what is it labeled to be ( one conducted in Italy before the

yarn is spun, the other performed in the US after spinning and

before dyeing )  and a written Guaranty the yarn is labeled in

compliance with the law.   

    #  Anne   –   Schaefer Yarn Company’s hand-dyed and machine

washable sock yarn in a delightful blend of 60% merino wool, 25%

mohair and 15% nylon; each skein sports 560 yards ( a tremendous

value sufficient for stockings ) hand-dyed in Cheryl Schaefer’s

signature colorways. Schaefer Yarn Company has furnished a

written Guaranty the yarn is labeled in compliance with the law. 

    #  Trekking mit Bambu  –  Skacel’s latest addition to its exten-

sive range of sock yarns, in a seemingly infinite variety of shades,

uses spun baby bamboo fibre rather than chemically transforming

the bamboo into nylon.  Soft to the touch and hand washable,

Trekking mit Bambu is available in best seller shades in 100 gram

balls, ready to knit.   Skacel has supplied  a written Guaranty the

yarn is labeled in compliance with the law. 

Editors’ Note :

What’s Happening to Yarn Shops

    Since the turn of the year, seven yarn shops in the metropolitan

area have closed  –  fueling speculation about the health of  retailers

of  handknitting yarns. 

     Shops opening ( and closing ) is a constant in the yarn market,

nationally if not locally; the reasons why businesses open and close

are often very particular – based on factors seemingly unique to

each.   Statistically, one third of all small businesses close within

two years while almost 60% fail within 5 years and  90% are said

to be out of business within 7 years.  Very few small businesses,

and indeed very few yarn shops, have been blessed with the lon-

gevity of The Knit With, with 30 years at the same address and 37

years in business.      

    The explosion of scarf knitting, beginning in 1999 and eclipsing

in 2004, brought an exponential increase in specialty yarn shops

across the country.  In that same time, the number of specialty

shops within 25 miles of The Knit With grew, on average, to one

yarn shop for every mile in that circle.  Consumers’ desire to knit
 ( Continued,  Page 2 ) 
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How Do Stitches Become Twisted?

    A knitted stitch is comprised of  yarn looped around the needle.

The resulting loop can be either open  – resembling an unlucky

horseshoe;  or closed and forming a stitch  –  with the yarn flowing

from the stitch crossing over the strand

leading to the back of the stitch.  When a

stitch loses its twist, reverting to a mere

loop, knitters refer to it as a twisted

stitch. When the proper architecture of a

stitch is understood, a “twisted” stitch is

in reality an untwisted loop.

    The term “twisted stitch” actually

refers to the character of the stitch on the opposite side. As in all

things stockinette, what is knit on the right side appears as the

opposite on the wrong side.  Thus, the loop is untwisted on the

successive row: when attempting to knit it, the needle resists going

into the loop until the twist is returned with the loop again a stitch;

when the knitting is forced, the resulting stitch will also appear

twisted and without its regular “ v-shaped ” character.

    Twisted stitches occur :

    #  in the making of a stitch –  from wrapping the yarn around the

right needle from front to back;

   #  when raveling  –  by picking up the live stitch in the wrong

direction;

   #  when unknitting  – by going into the back of the stitch to un-

knit rather than the front. 

   Twisted stitches can be easily corrected without the need for

retwisting: just knit or purl into the back of the loop on the left

needle  –  the loop is twisted into a stitch and,  simultaneously, the

new stitch is made.

Winter Classes to Start January 17 

    Mark your calendars: the Winter series of classes and workshops

at The Knit begins  the week of January 17, 2008.  

   The complete Winter class schedule  –   with class descriptions,

session times, teachers and tuitions  –  will be available with the

Holiday issue of In the Loop  –  to be released the week after

Thanksgiving. 

What’s Happening ,  From Page 1

fashion scarves blew the yarn market into a bubble;  in the trade,

some wholesalers puffed ( vainly, no matter how wishfully ) hopes

the expansion would last 30 years!  But all bubbles are doomed to

pop and the fashion scarf bubble has indeed burst.  Since its

founding in 1970, this is the third such bubble burst experienced by

The Knit With. 

    Each recently closed shop brought a special something to the

local yarn market.  Their openings  had embedded lessons about

what a yarn shop should, or could,  be for knitters  –  either in

merchandising, classes, services or shop management.   Each had a

personality which will now be missed.   

    To the shoppers who have come to The Knit With since January,

we wish you, again,  a warm welcome and our pledge to meet your

knitting desires and serve your needs.  To our 10,000 customers

who consider The Knit With their favorite yarn shop, thank you for

your continued support.                                            Dawn and Jim

Meet Penelope, Who Makes Three

   Penelope came to our lives three months ago when Dawn a-

dopted her from the Chestnut Hill Cat Clinic.  Penelope was found

abandoned there, so completely covered in motor oil that the clinic

staff couldn’t even see her colors.  After many baths and a thorough

check-out, first her green eyes and then a beautiful tabby with very

delicate markings appeared. 

   Sharing the name of the mythical “worker of wool” in the

Odyssey, Penelope has enlivened the store with her playful attitude

and antics; Sancho and Mitzie on the other hand, at first less than

thrilled with her arrival, are adjusting  – depending upon their

moods as Penelope’s is always

set to “playtime”.  

    In Greek mythology, short-

ly after giving birth, Penelope

saw her husband Odysseus

called to duty in the Trojan

War which took him away for

20 years. When Odysseus did

not immediately return at

war’s end, a multitude of

suitors sought to  marry

Penelope but her love for her

husband never wavered. One

of her many ruses to keep the suitors at bay was the making of a

burial shroud; what she wove by day she raveled by night ( as

weavers know, woven cloth can not be raveled and as knitters

know, raveled wool is not only not identifiable but also reusable );

this ruse went on for some time and shortly after its discovery, the

long-thought-dead Odysseus returns. 

     Our Penelope engages in ruses too –  all to gain human affection.

Thankfully, her love of playing with wool was short-lived ( two

balls of yarn completely destroyed! ); now she would much rather

chase Mitzie and when entertaining just about anybody, to turn her

purr to “loud”.  

  The Chestnut Hill Cat Clinic is always looking for homes for

rescued and new-born kittens;  if you are interested in adopting a

kitten, contact the Clinic directly at (215) 247-9560.

Glad You Asked

Sporadic answers to 

queer queries
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Knitting  Notes

FIBRE FACTS 

ALPACA  
What Is Alpaca

Alpaca is a luxury specialty fibre similar to sheep’s wool   –  but distinguished by being lighter in weight, silkier in hand,

warmer, of a higher lustre, stronger wearing and without either wool’s prickle or its lanolin – making it nearly

hypoallergenic –  produced by the animal of the same name.  The preparing, combing, spinning, and finishing processes

for alpaca are similar to that of wool; occasionally, alpaca is spun with merino wool to attain even more softness and

durability.  A medullated  fibre with a staple up to 12 cm and a micron count of 20-34, alpaca is produced in 22 natural

colors, with white being the predominant color and representing 80% of the annual clip.  

There are two types of Alpaca fibre, named for variants of the species:  Huacaya ( dense, crimpy fibre) and Suri ( long,

lustrous, silky straight fibres ); Suri fibre is more rare since, at most, less than 20% of the alpaca population is Suri  –

which are more susceptible to the harsh Andean conditions because the fleece naturally parts along the spine  –  although

Suris are a major component of the transplanted North American herds where less extreme climactic conditions prevail.

 

The Spanish originated worldwide use of alpaca with Germany and France being the initial  major markets.  As  early as

1808, English spinners despaired of ever spinning alpaca into yarn and condemned the fibre as unworkable;  in 1836, Titus

Salt, then a young Bradford weaver, was the first to successfully weave alpaca, using  cotton warps.  Bradford remains

a great alpaca spinning and finishing center as is Italy.  Peru  –  the world’s largest producer of alpaca fibre and products

–  has successfully established a world-class manufacturing infrastructure based upon alpaca. 

Zoologically and Geographically Where Do Alpacas Live

The Alpaca  ( Vicugna pacos ) is one of the four camelids native to South America with an estimated 3 million in Peru

alone and another 500,000 in Bolivia, Chile and Argentina;  recently transplanted herds can be found in North America

( USA and Canada ), Europe, Australia and New Zealand.  Alpacas share the padded feet of camelids but lack the humps

of the African Dromedary and the Asian Bactrian camels.  Palaeoarcheologists speculate all the camels originated in the

North American Southwest eons ago with the ancestors of the alpaca migrating to the Andean region more than 50 million

years ago.  Recent DNA analyses support Inca folklore that the alpaca was domesticated thousands of years ago from

the vicuña which remains wild;  previously the alpaca was believed to have descended from the llama with which the

alpaca can successfully mate. 

Alpacas are herd animals which graze the Andean puna grasses at heights up to 16,000 feet above sea level where the

mean annual temperatures is just 4.8°C ( 40.6 F ) but with average daily fluctuations greater that 20°C and where frost

occurs 330 nights of the year.  It is an area which  palaeoclimatologists conclude has had no significant climatic changes

for the last 10,000 years, although recent global warming has melted much of the Andean glaciers. The Spanish conquest

is presumed to have had a disastrous effect on the alpaca population relegating the species onto the marginal, extreme

high-elevation pastures where they are found today. 

Production

Peru leads the world in alpaca production with an annual clip  of  4,000 tons  –  about one third less than the annual yield

of cashmere but a mere fraction of the 1.8 million tons of wool produced each year. The average annual yield  from an

adult female alpaca is five pounds while more than eight pounds of fibre can be shorn from an adult male. 
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Knitting for Football Fans

    The excitement of  Superbowl Sunday,  still months away, brings

on fans’ requests for handknitted hats, scarves, sweater and afghans

in team designs  – or at least knitting which uses team colors. 

    Apparently, almost all American males over the age of 14 are

annually mesmerized by the Autumn rites of the modern version of

male bodily combat.  

    Knitting for football fans is usually easy: make anything in the

colors of the fan’s favorite team.  Luckily football fans do not make

it difficult for knitters to discern which  of the 31 professional teams

merits each fan’s designation as “the team” to watch, “the team” to

beat or his “team”.  More difficult is ascertaining a yarn which

matches the team  colors and has sufficient shades to replicate team

colors and motifs.  

    Helping bridge the data gap, Cascade Yarns has published the

following list of team colors  –  almost all of which are available in

220 Superwash, a 100% wool yarn in worsted weight, machine

washable, and dyed in more than 150 shades:

Arizona Cardinals – Cardinal Red,  Black, White 
Atlanta Falcons – Red,  Black,  White,  Silver
Baltimore Ravens – Black , Purple, Metallic Gold, White 
Buffalo Bills – Admiral Blue, Red , Royal Blue, Nickel, White 
Carolina Panthers –  Black, Panther Blue, Silver, White 
Chicago Bears – Admiral Blue,  Orange, White 
Cincinnati Bengals – Orange,  Black, White 
Cleveland Browns – Brown,  Orange, White 
Dallas Cowboys – Navy Blue, Metallic Silver, Blue, White 
Denver Broncos – Navy Blue,  Orange, White 
Detroit Lions – South Seas Blue,  Silver,  Black, White 
Green Bay Packers – Dark Green, Gold, White 
Houston Texans – Deep Steel Blue, Battle Red, Dark Red, White
Indianapolis Colts – Royal Blue, White 
Jacksonville Jaguars – Teal,  Black, Gold, White 
Miami Dolphins – Aqua,  Coral, Navy Blue, White, Orange 
Minnesota Vikings – Purple, Gold ,White 
New England Patriots – Navy  Blue, Red, New Century Silver, White
New Orleans Saints – Old Gold, Black ,White
New York Giants – Dark Blue,  Red, White, Gray
New York Jets – Hunter Green, White 
Oakland Raiders – Silver,  Black, White 
Philadelphia Eagles – Dark Green,  Black, Charcoal, Silver, White
Pittsburgh Steelers – Black,  Gold, White 
St. Louis Rams – Millennium Blue,  New Century Gold,  White 
San Diego Chargers – Navy Blue,  Gold,  Powder Blue, White 
San Francisco 49'ers – Cardinal Red,  Metallic Gold, Black, White
Seattle Seahawks – Airforce Blue, Admiral Blue, Bright Green, White
Tampa Bay Buccaneers –  Red, Pewter Grey, Black, Orange, White
Tennessee Titans –  Navy Blue, Medium Blue, White, Red, Silver
Washington Redskins – Burgundy,  Gold, White 
 

    Currently, The Knit With stocks approximately 50 shades of 220

Superwash; any  shade not in stock but available from the  supplier

is just a phone call away and can usually be delivered within 10

days. 

    To assist knitters who want their handwork to exhibit team pride

as well as knitting prowess, The Knit With can chart logos, mascots

and other team motifs for knitting to the most common gauges and

for a variety of applications.  Ask Dawn or Jim about this custom

service; charted motifs suitable for knitting usually require a week

to produce and a nominal fee is charged for this service.

Great newsletter - keep up the good work!          Deb Ridgeway

The website is very interesting...I don't usually spend a whole lot of

time on websites, but all the pages were of interest on this one.

Keep up the good work. Thanks.              Carol Davis, Mt. Airy.

I just returned from Mexico to find my afghan ( handmade by my

grandmother, damaged during Katrina and restored by you ). It

looks perfectly lovely.  Still has its soul but not its holes.  Thanks

for your fine work.  Best.            Jeannette Hardy, New Orleans.

I’ve moved to St. Louis ( living within the shadow of the Arch ).

Won’t be seeing you as often but want to continue getting the

newsletter as a touch of home.          Hannah Trimble, St. Louis.

Gifts of Love

‘Twas a few weeks before Christmas,

With not a knitted gift in the house.
Ellie racked her brain for answers,
Then came her know’s and how’s. 

She wanted a hand knit gift , one to each of her friends,
Searching her stash for balls she found just ends.

While thinking of  socks, mittens, and one of a kind hats,
she enjoyed the company of her two cats. 

After  a visit to the cozy wool shop, 

and her notions all about,
with patterns on the table,

Ellie was ready to knit,
Garter, seed and even a cable. 

A pair of mittens for Abby,
Hand warmers for Sue,

Booties for babies,
Matching sweaters for two. 

All relaxed on the couch, 
She knit her gifts of Love.

And on to the next one –  for Ken,
A green pair of gloves. 

Soon the weeks came to a close,
she wrapped the gifts of love  –  with bows 

And as she gave them to all her friends
she shared their smiles at no ends. 

Dawn P. Casale

Chestnut Hill, Pennsylvania

The Readers Write




